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Abstract
I have no words to express of how I felt that day thirty-two
years ago sitting in a Welfare office seeking assistance, post
denied sustenance as a child prodigy in thoroughbred horse
racing, fired repeatedly from employment and of unprovoked
attacks and explicit with Santa Anita Park Race track in Arcadia
California. Being put on Social Security Disability in July in
1989 leaves me this record as a wage earner:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/capture.jpg
This started at when I had met my real father; fleeing from a
violent and brutal mother, Janyce Langlot now of Veradale
Washington and of a recurring infrastructure of crime and
proximal pathologies and networks, this career criminality is
with Aggravating Factors. This originated in a statutory rape:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/ecmccready.jpg
With Brad J. Beck, a step-brother in this loop, his father
signing over five acres of land, the very land that I was raised
as a kid on; being the only son of that rapist who started
Thoroughbred Race Horses illegally for over forty years, Brad J.
Beck has structures too in Greenacres Washington, and his
narrative to me at interim, a ham sandwich offering versus
providing a solution as to my homelessness, of resources to
accommodate me multiple ways and without such a covenant is
clear of scope, for my father owned and lived with Sylvia M.
McCready at 4716 S. 144th St., Tukwila Wa. 9816. This is an
August 2021 Google maps:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/capture.png
The dialogue of this Gaslighting backstory is rife to cause
sickness, of immoral turpitude and even to indoctrinate suicide,
as my acuity has been cultivated at where a proximal pathology
is relentless to bake in schizophrenia, the doors slamming, left
open, unwanted gestures, touching and narrative, this is what I
see first thing this morning 11/01/2021:the maids, gardeners,
blue-collar and reference of Ethnographic Criminal Culture:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/two.jpg
This car is suspect, a parameter show at 7AM this morning at
where I have been sleeping for the last twenty years plus with
several years before that:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/three.jpg
The Gardener adjacent then is synchronous with his leaf blower,
and then a pathology of an out of consensus woman in pipeline as
I head to Memoria Park in Pasadena, she pathologically attempts
to cross the street with me and while holding a cup or coffee
and reference Sylvia M. McCready, here a pic at an interim a few
years ago and of this predatory mimic scope of these predators:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/sylvia.jpg
There is no way that what I have gone through that anyone could
have had thought of my survival a possibility, and I will
divulge it is my innate, even gifted ability with physics that
has sustained me and of an explanation that does at this interim
bar anyone an excuse, for not putting their best foot forward,
going the extra mile and providing me with the resources and
resourcefulness to succeed is not going to resolve based upon
what is not explained, let alone attempt to harm me, kill me,
get me sick or deny contribution?

Last Friday 10/29/2021, Metro 180 Driver, again pathology with
doors, he tried to involve the LA Sheriff’s Dept, yet I was able
to call Los Angeles FBI to execute a barrier, one of many times
and of loop with many emails to the Department of Justice:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/Friday.jpg
These things do not, did not and will not happen otherwise and
are metrics of these Reports:
Jeff Sessions
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
Report One
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
Report Two
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
Report Three
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/four-6.pdf
Report Four
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/five-1.pdf
Report Five
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/six-7.pdf
Report Six
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/eight-4.pdf
Report Seven
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/eight-5.pdf
Report Eight
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/nin-11.pdf
Report Nine
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/ten-1.pdf
Report Ten
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/eleven-4.pdf
Report Eleven
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/crime-4.pdf
Conspiracy To Murder
When I was gigging for Uber, there was not one person that had
entered that vehicle that was not a navigational compromise, and
the Rover.com was in loop of the grievousness of these crimes
that reference Santa Anita Park Race Track in Arcadia Cali:
drugs, child Porn, human trafficking, prostitution, fraud and
theft. From the last twenty plus years of being homeless, with
over a 1000 contacts with Law Enforcement, the exclusions,
violent attacks, proximal stimuli to trigger events and with a
starting point of the Glendale YMCA, Glendale Cali and served
papers on Good Friday “for I don’t need a reason,” I have been
enduring a 24/7 battle at where my Human/Civil Rights with Hate
Crimes is a norm.
Again, yesterday, 11/01/2021, my space is encroached upon, of a
daily deviate with maids, security and staff at Glendale Central
Library, Glendale Cali that are not actually doing what they are
supposed to be doing, an observational! That is just not it!
These things are not happening otherwise, and I am fully engaged
to at where I had to seamlessly integrate a tech insight to
divulge lest they make me their victim! With Ethnographic Career
Criminality in pipelines to navigate, cause and or trigger
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catastrophic events for power and profit, I, again, had to move
a chair placed in an out of consensus so as to not invite the
predator that could sit next to me, as protocol of the rest of
the library, an exception of this positioning is usually a maid
dealing drugs with security an onboard analysis, as social
distancing is and was a combative violation multiple times
through-out this pandemic, this person rudely sits next to me
and of a relative, these maids whom had, along with security and
staff with full conspiracy, a momentous motive to harass, impede
and cause consternation to exclude and or deny my
resourcefulness, pounding on furniture at such interval and or
other objects to awake a reactionary, usually post a fatigue
stimuli:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/two-1.jpg
In an effect to continue to gather data, inundated with Game
Design and of my start-up Gamifiable LLC and of a transparency
at where I post a particular Design Lens, I am accosted by
security and staff, of the loop of grievous unprovoked attacks,
relentless of scope and of the verifiable metrics to disposition
the Uber navigational, deduction of positioning of suicide and
of that autonomous kill that ends to ends this not all there
profile that lacks regard for self and others, a social
pathological student that fails from its feces id acuity that
demonstrates pedophiles:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/one.jpg
Again, I am asked to leave another place, as from such person
that sat next to me complains as to I had taken his pic, of that
full conspiracy and attack and of the scope of all the previous
exclusions that are most grievous with Arcadia California: Golds
Gym, 24 Hour Fitness, Westfield Mall and their Central Library
and all in pipelines at where I was denied my child prodigy
status in Horse Racing, the circumstance of being an SSA/SSI
disability since July 1989 and all the profound challenges,
homeless since July 2001 and of the unprovoked attacks with over
a 1000 contacts with Law Enforcement, the one here with toe up
and of that NLP to cause a reaction, of a conspiracy to commit
murder and of alignment of metrics that are not dimensional of
array traversal on rows and columns with me an absolute:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/threeb.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/four.jpg
Again, I can drive anything with wheels, tracks and or with
competency for props and or jets, so this woman who had rammed
my Uber/Getaround car on May 14, 2019 is aligned with what is
supposed to be Glendale Library Administrative Staff, Security
and Patrons:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Now, excluded from Glendale Central Library, a recursion of the
Ethnographic Career Criminality will capitalize off Legacy,
invite latent reference and iterate a terrorism by utilizing
misinformation and of those that are not fully present, this
network of maids, security, gardeners, blue collar and other
garden variety disloyalty to capitalize off misinformation and
of its Gaslight rhetoric.

Grievous Harm With Aggravating Factors
The introduction of out of consensus is reference with Glendale
Cali, scope at where I was evicted from the Glendale YMCA for “I
don’t need a reason,” as this derogatory rhetorical to stimulate,
bake in and trigger catastrophic events, the exclusions from
resources ad resourcefulness is of Grievous Harms with
Aggravating Factors. Being homeless since that eviction, served
papers on Good Friday, excluded from dozens upon dozens of
places, reduced to getting my meals out of garbage bins with
1000s of contacts with PD since July of 2001, again on November
1, 2021, with multiple accosts, contraband placed within my
navigational and with proximal agitator of a Libido hostility, an
adjacent predator with a pipeline into Child Porn, Prostitution,
Human Trafficking, Fraud and Theft revolves around Brad J. Beck,
Janyce Langlot of Greenacres, Veradale Washington and of a
perceived benefit to criminally begotten of context regarding
Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila Washington, Library Staff, Security
and Glendale Police and without provocation, they with full
conspiracy planned and denied me access, resourcefulness and was
and is in Federal Violation of Human/Civil Rights Laws and of its
Grievous Harms and of that Aggravating Factors.
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From stimuli to surpass, indoctrinate and while utilization of
climate within the structure to stimuli and or cause
schizophrenia to the profile of the personnel at 222 E Harvard
St, Glendale, CA 91205, today I am confronted with a parade of
this out of consensus Dog Walker, an adjacent predator and of a
multitude of patterns and criminal circumstances of persons
attempting to affiliate, position and advocating an
indoctrination as to an association with these criminals. Here is
the morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/one-1.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/two-2.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/three-1.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/four-1.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/five.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/six.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/seven.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/eight.jpg
It is important that the legal definition of Grievous Harms with
Aggravating Factors be comprehended in scope of Human/Civil
Rights Violations with Hate Crimes, and all those pics are in
direct proportion to the Pedophile proximity and its agitator to
cause an event, for here is the person in question November 1,
2021 that is in pipeline of unprovoked attacks and of the one
that caused the exclusion of me from the Glendale Central
Library, Glendale Cali and loop with all Grievous Harms with
Aggravating Factors:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/two-1.jpg

Public Transportation/Libraries
To be excluded from all the places I have been, denied access to
food clothing and shelter, all activities and execution to
succeed sabotaged, reduced to eating out of garbage bins,
homeless but with steel resolve forged by the fire of adversity
and begotten with an anvil of grit, the combative attack of
slamming doors on me, brazen and bizarrely criminal began with
again with this driver:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/friday.jpg
Today, reminding that my data pipeline is combative and
pathological and of what is not happening otherwise, Grievous
Harms and Aggravating Factors the legal definitions for
accountability regarding these reports, I am battle hardened and
rooted to adapt and iterate competencies, so when the bus
operator is deliberate to disrupt, using climate to agitate, I am
in scope to handle whatever comes, walk around the block if not
dropped off, remove or add clothing yada yada yada, but this bus
operator refuses to let me off at interim today too:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/capture-2.png
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/252454483_26612
4885472218_9031287291703855056_n.jpg
I have raised my voice, expressed consternation as to this
unwanted rhetorical and its criminal pathology to have
conversations with me, and the predator continues and in the
scope of this con-man Tony Robbins that lies convenient to
emotional state to indoctrinate others against their will! This
is in direct proportion to the occupational of my peripheral, as
its priori combativeness, brazen and criminal and of Glendale
Central Library staff and security, once myself in observation of
a social worker there under the influence of a stimulant and with
white powder contraband placed multiple times in my navigational
pathway during reference calendar that I left lie lest this
conspiracy to murder and murder continue, the events today,
11/09/2021 are aligned criminally to the exclusion of the
Glendale Central Library, its staff, security and metrics of
these narrative:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/two-1.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/threeb.jpg
Summary
During the course of my life-time I had noticed the unjustness,
and as my self-examination, cultivation and revelations became
more evident, I was able to trace a relentless, unprovoked
criminal pathology and attacks that originated in my childhood;
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my father a statutory rapist, instead of taking responsibility
for his actions, he illegally started thoroughbred race hoses for
decades and was an instigator of a culture of lies, a Gaslighting
indoctrination that now cluster pedophiles and loop to my stepbrother and mother: Brad J. Beck and Janyce Langlot of
Greenacres, Veradale Washington respectively and aligned with my
father’s wife, Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila Washington.
My dialogue with my father and his wife is limited;though, both
were explicit that there would be no money at the end and did
insinuate that the Real Property in question was my trajectory
and responsibility, demeaning the reference by saying my cousin
was self-sufficient, namely a Lori Monahan, so in July of 1989,
after multiple job losses, of interim by fetching, working two at
a time and getting fired, this recurring event sent me to the
Union Station of Pasadena Cali, and I am in a soup line, and some
predator is poking me in the back?
Off the races we go! I am excluded and am not allowed to return
lest I seek a psychological evaluation first? The Department of
Social Services in Pasadena Cali sent me to Desmond Choi of San
Marino Cali if I remember correctly to get a psych eval because
all the job losses, and he put me on disability in July of 1989,
and I have not paid any significant contribution to taxes and
have combated with this challenge to this very day: stalked by
out of consensus this morning, horded in at the Alhambra Public
Library Yesterday to trigger an incident and of proximal
positioning in the bus, public tranpo this morning too.
These things have never happened otherwise, for the violent
attacks, thefts, incidents and indoctrination of criminal
infrastructure is networked and Grievous of Harms with
Aggravating Factors. Literally stalked latency at on binary
street-lights by pathology to cross the street with me and within
the context of this disloyal, disengaged career criminality!
Nobody like this can hold data pipeline. as I traverse
dimensional arrays, this ethnographic intelligence, an
observation is an AGI loop; this is observing those that do not
realize they are being observed, and this will isolate, classify
and define Obstruction of Justice and Dereliction of Duty.
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